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Freedom Principle MO Asks Governor Parson and Attorney General Bailey to Halt 

All COVID-19 Vaccinations and Boosters Pending Investigation into Big Pharma 

Misleading Consumers about Vaccine Data and Ingredients 
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(December 14, 2023 – St. Louis, MO) 

 

The Freedom Principle MO is sending a second letter to Governor Parson, Missouri Director of Health and 

Senior Services Paula Nickelson, and Attorney General Andrew Bailey calling for Governor Parson to issue 

an Executive Order to immediately halt all COVID-19 vaccinations and boosters until an investigation can 

be conducted to determine if Pfizer and Moderna lied about the health data and the ingredients 

contained in the mRNA COVID-19 shots. The Freedom Principle MO sent the Governor, Director 

Nickelson, and Attorney General Bailey a letter 10 months ago, calling for a halt to all COVID-19 shots 

until an independent study could be conducted on their efficacy in treating and preventing the 

transmission of COVID-19 after Pfizer’s President of International Development Markets, Janine Small 

testified in October of 2022 that the Pfizer vaccine had never been tested on its ability to prevent virus 

transmission. “Since our letter in February, we have learned that Pfizer hid nearly 80 percent of COVID-19 

trial deaths from regulators and Pfizer and Moderna may have misled consumers about the ingredients 

contained in the mRNA-based COVID shots,” said Byron Keelin, President of the Freedom Principle MO.   

 

According to a news story reported in SCNR, new data reported in the International Journal of Vaccine 

Theory, Practice, and Research, claims Pfizer failed to disclose evidence of more than a 3.7-fold increase 

in the number of cardiac deaths among vaccine recipients. “This study shows, Big Pharma lied about 

these vaccines being safe,” said Byron Keelin. “We believe the prudent thing to do is for the Governor to 

issue an immediate halt to these vaccinations and boosters until a fully transparent study can be 

conducted by an independent lab.” 

 



Additionally, the Freedom Principle MO is calling on Attorney General Bailey to launch an immediate 

investigation against Pfizer and other makers of the COVID-19 vaccinations for potential consumer fraud 

because they may have lied about the test results and potentially misled the public by misrepresenting 

the ingredients contained in the mRNA vaccines. The potential false ingredients were exposed in an 

article published in August 2023 by noted attorney Tom Renz. “Mr. Renz provides evidence by listing the 

ingredients printed on the Pfizer Fact Sheet. Mr. Renz claims that Pfizer and the other drug makers, along 

with the FDA and the CDC are misleading consumers to believe these shots are advertised as mRNA 

vaccines but instead use lab-created hybrids known as modRNA,” said Byron Keelin.   

 

According to Mr. Renz, “modRNA is a lab-created hybrid designed to create changes in your genes.” This 

information coincides with a letter by Florida Surgeon General, Dr. Joseph A. Lapado to the FDA 

Commissioner and the CDC Director “Raising concerns regarding the presence of nucleic acid 

contaminants in the approved and Moderna COVID-19 mRNA vaccines particularly in the presence of lipid 

nanoparticle complexes, and Simian Virus 40 (SV40) promoter/enhancer DNA.” According to Dr. Lapado, 

“The presence of SV40 promoter/enhancer DNA may also pose a unique and heightened risk of DNA 

integration into host cells.”  

 

How many more people are going to have to suffer or die from these shots before the Governor, the 

Director of Health and Senior Services act?” said Byron Keelin. “How long are we going to have to wait 

until we start holding these pharmaceutical companies accountable for the fraud they have committed 

upon the people of Missouri?”  

 

As the CDC, once again, is pushing for mask and vaccine mandates, the Freedom Principle MO is also 

calling on Governor Parson to issue Executive Orders to prohibit any county, municipality, school, or 

institution of higher education from issuing any type of mask or vaccine mandate and calling for an 

Executive Order prohibiting any employer, including healthcare, or educational facilities from requiring a 

COVID-19 vaccine or booster as a condition of employment.  

 

 

 

 



“While we hope Governor Parson will act, the Freedom Principle MO is currently gathering signatures to 

try and pass a Constitutional Amendment that will protect our right to informed consent,” said Keelin. “If 

passed by voters in November 2024, never again will elected officials or administrative bureaucrats in the 

state, cities, counties, at schools or universities be allowed to force individuals to subject themselves to 

medical technologies, procedures, or treatments, including but not limited to vaccines, injections, or face 

coverings without their permission.” Missourians can learn more about our proposed Constitutional 

Amendment at www.standformomedicalfreedom.com.  

 

“The more the actual scientific data is released, the more it disproves the narrative of “safe and 

effective,” Keelin. “Given the additional medical information and scientific data now emerging regarding 

the harmful effects of the mRNA vaccine and treatments, Missouri must take bold action by halting the 

distribution and promotion of COVID-19 shots and issuing the Executive Order protecting Missourian’s 

Constitutional rights.” 

 

“Medical fraud has been perpetrated on Missouri citizens,” said Keelin. “The Missouri Governor, its public 

health officials, and chief law enforcement agency should not be promoting any COVID shots or boosters 

until these treatments can be proven to be safe and full transparency has been given to the public.” 

 

The Freedom Principle MO is a pro-citizen, pro-Missouri First organization. We are a membership-based 

501(c)4 organization, acting locally and state-wide, to protect our families and our constitutionally 

protected liberties. We are fighting for America. We are fighting for Missouri. We are fighting for you. For 

more information about the Freedom Principle MO visit our website at www.freedomprinciplemo.org.  
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